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Norms

● Mute when you are not speaking, unmute when you want to 
speak.

● Check and use the chat box for comments.
● Be patient with the inevitable technological delays and 

learning.
● Resist the urge to solve it all, embrace the opportunity to think 

differently.
● Wear pants, stay awake, stay engaged.



Introductions in the Breakout Room

1. Say your name. 
2. Where you work. 
3. What you are wondering about related to how you 

will set up your classroom. 



Goals
• Consider ways to support and assess children’s development and 

engagement in a time of physical distancing.

• Understand how we can prepare the environment for learning.

• Continue to provide interesting learning experiences. 

• Rethink the idea of choice and resetting materials.

• Brainstorm together - this is NOT the way - rather a start to 
thinking about a way to work.



Lens
Children have a natural inclination towards independence and concentration

● Prepare: Get the environment and materials ready

● Invite: Take the time to give Explicit Presentations

● Protect: Support independence and the time for children to engage 
with materials

● Assess: Resetting materials,  observing for use, share what you did



Why: Opportunities to Learn, Supporting Development

EEC Guideline Practices and Opportunities

Prepare materials & equipment to 
minimize sharing & promote 
distancing

Prepare the environment, arrange materials 
and play spaces, consider low tables, mats, 
shelving options

No sharing of toys, children have 
individual workspaces

Share ideas, not stuff, support independent 
learning, concentration, focus

Clean, sanitize, disinfect Set up so things are easy to clean or at 
least easy to track usage

This kind of teaching while response to EEC guidelines, was already being used 
successfully prior to COVID, and can support learning & development. 



Prepare: Set Up of Environment



Sometimes 
we have tubs 
of communal 
toys and 
materials.



Sometimes 
we have 
shelves of 
specifically 
designed 
materials 
children 
can choose 
from.



Rethink, Reimagine, Redesign: 
Essential Materials for Each Child
(The teacher’s work is to)….”provide an environment that provokes 
puzzlement, stimulates curiosity, encourages a sense of wonder, and 
prompts questions and investigations”. Rosemary Althouse, Investigating 
Mathematics with Young Children

• Shelf Space (for each child or for each material)

• What lives in cubby or on a shelf?

• Supply boxes, busy boxes, individual sets or kits

• Spaces to work alongside others

Children can observe, participate, and feel connected through shared 
experiences.



Work Space for Each Child
• Tape across a table to mark 

spaces for child at each 
end.

• Standing tables for range of 
movement.

• Individual tables or bed 
trays.

• Spaces on floor.

• Mats, if you can launder 
them.



It could 
look like 
this. 
(This is 
outside 
because it is 
where I had 
room to set 
this up - but 
you could do 
this out of 
doors!)



Shelf space for 
each child with 
selected 
materials, one 
side for Leo, the 
other for Simone



Books, 
puzzles, 
alphabet 
cards, 
clipboard, 
construction 
materials



Leo Simone



Practice with 
the furniture 
you have.

Individual art 
boxes and trays 
ready to be 
labeled with 
children’s 
names.



Benefits of Independent Experiences
Children have a natural inclination towards independence and 
concentration

• Children need time to tinker, build, 
experiment, and hypothesize. They will 
still have this.

• Children need opportunities to choose 
independently and revisit well-designed 
hands on activities. They will still have 
this.

• Children need protected time to focus & 
concentrate. They can still have this.

• Play-based experiences take many forms. 
They can still have this.



….and supporting independence

Independent Work

Question: What was the role 
of the adult before and 
during this learning 
encounter?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fg9JYm5tKrA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fg9JYm5tKrA


Question:

What was the role of the adult before and during this learning 
encounter?



At a Center with Minimal Provocation:

• Minimal provocations, mostly 
exploration with materials

• Dumping, “Pawing through” 

• Sorting, building, 
constructing

• Valuable experience but 
difficult under new guidelines



Preparing 
Materials for 
Independence: 
Making a Kit

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pTrhK-Zmh_Ptnd1PlYayAUfTnY9DTvi-/preview


What’s the first idea you have for a material 
in your classroom that you can turn into kits?

• Breakout Rooms
• Share ideas
• 5-7 minutes



Explicit Presentation 
of Lego Kit

We INVITE 
independence by 
explicitly presenting 
children with 
materials. 

What did you notice?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iDHttvrQzkQWzU_SqKcvMWmE0GxFlYbW/preview


We INVITE independence by explicitly presenting 
children with materials. 

What did you notice?



Invite: Components of Explicit Presentation  

•Introduce the action (problem), material, or whole activity. 
•“I have something new to show you today.”   
•“I noticed that ____ is happening, so let me show you how we can make 

that easier.”
•Demonstrate each movement, only essential words, slow movements.
•Don’t forget to demonstrate clean up.
•Ask what children noticed about the presentation or if they have questions.
•Can ask a child to demonstrate to group OR do at small group.  
•You WILL need to re-present during the week and coming months.

Gradual building of repertoire.  Multiple trays/kits/sets of the same 
activity.  



Compelling Materials: Designing for 
Engagement and Independence

•More structure and intention

•May initially seem limited but 
actually fosters self-direction

•Confidence/competence building



Mark Making



Mark Making



Math



Art and Beautiful Stuff



Loose Parts



Manipulative Box



Dramatic 
Play



Engagement with Kits

Share video: Activity Kits

https://www.howweelearn.com/year-educational-quiet-bins/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJZS7XMENrw


What is the role of the teacher while 
children work independently?



What is the role of the teacher while children 
work independently?

Protect
• Protect Time - 

uninterrupted time
• Protect Materials - not 

having to share 
• Protect Experience (video)
• Protect space  -  for 

thinking and 
problem-solving 

Assess
• In place of engaging - observer 

and record
• Take photos
• Take notes - what do you see?  

What are children asking for?
• Notice length of 

time/concentration 
• Consider next level of task



What is the role of the teacher while children 
work independently?

Sharing Work
• Notice and identify new learning to potentially 

share
• Invite children to share work - at end of work 

period or at a meeting
• Share photos of work - create documentation

• Invite children to give presentations



Resetting: What Goes on Behind the Scenes
Things we can prepare ahead of time:

• Environment
• Self
• Children & Families
• Materials, Kits, Trays

• What needs to be ready-to-go?
• Will you make multiple trays 

and kits?  Of which materials? 
• Where will you store them? 

Things for which we still need 
more information: 

• Where will children put 
materials that have been 
used? 

• How and when do they go 
back out?

• Can kids’ tables, areas be 
left out overnight? What 
are cleaning protocols?



In conclusion:

What are your takeaways?

Where will you start? What will your first 
steps be? Where can find a “small win”?

(Think-pair-share in breakout rooms)



Resources
• https://www.somervilleearlyed.com

• https://earlymath.erikson.edu/

• https://www.playfulinvitations.com/new-blog/

• https://www.howwemontessori.com/how-we-montessori/2016/09/
montessori-toddler-art-activities-tips-and-ideas.html

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pT5Ruql-dhy5No6zXQ64ZC41WfAXi
pxE/view

• http://educators.boulderjourneyschool.com/onlinelearningdatabase/
category/preschool

• Making a Treasure Box at Home

https://www.somervilleearlyed.com
https://earlymath.erikson.edu/
https://www.playfulinvitations.com/new-blog/
https://www.howwemontessori.com/how-we-montessori/2016/09/montessori-toddler-art-activities-tips-and-ideas.html
https://www.howwemontessori.com/how-we-montessori/2016/09/montessori-toddler-art-activities-tips-and-ideas.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pT5Ruql-dhy5No6zXQ64ZC41WfAXipxE/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pT5Ruql-dhy5No6zXQ64ZC41WfAXipxE/view
http://educators.boulderjourneyschool.com/onlinelearningdatabase/category/preschool
http://educators.boulderjourneyschool.com/onlinelearningdatabase/category/preschool
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iv9-ORThLFw&t=3s


Bonus Slide- Responses from Participants

Transitions: “Gameful” ways to move around the room, moving games

Legos: Do not underestimate the power of having multiple identities represented in your Lego 
people; the Lego bin is also a great way to store ongoing projects.

Items to consider purchasing/finding/creating: Magnetic lunchboxes, tackle boxes, Michael’s craft 
boxes, paint strips for cutting and sorting, wooden materials (can be found on Waldorf website),  
small rubbermaid tubs for sensory play, bags for sensory bags/busy bags 
(https://www.pinterest.com/drlauramarkham/sensory-bags-and-boxes/)

https://www.pinterest.com/drlauramarkham/sensory-bags-and-boxes/


Bonus Slide- Responses from Participants

When thinking about setting up a learning experience for independence, what is the role of the 
adult before and during this learning encounter?

·       Lots of preparation, facilitating, preparing materials and observing the child from a distance, 
intentionally teaching the child how to use the materials, prepared environment, adult provided 
something interesting to the child and allowed the child to work independently, modeling the 
process and supervising without “policing or step-by-step coaching”, observe then help if 
needed, fight the urge as the adult to be a direct part of the child’s process, scaffold the learning 
by providing developmentally appropriate materials and tasks, prepare/encourage/observe 



Bonus Slide- Responses from Participants

How do we INVITE independence by explicitly presenting children with materials?

·       Very specific language, representing the entire process (set up, engagement, reset/clean 
up), being specific about the sequential steps in the process, making boundaries clear (what is 
and is not a safe choice), while talking through steps be sure to include that yours might look 
different from mine, a place to demonstrate failure and resilience, demonstrate how to change an 
idea during the building process, instructions are helpful but leave things open for child to 
develop own ideas, not too wordy

·    Questions: Will teachers need their own kits? Will teachers explicitly present with gloves on?



Bonus Slide- Responses from Participants

What is the role of the teacher while children work independently?

·       Asking questions, motivate creativity, communicating, observing, making notes on what 
does and does not work, watch activities met with enthusiasm to help brainstorm new ideas, 
observe and record, observe/sanitize/prepare, visit with children and provide one on one time, 
make observations out loud so that children hear what you notice, provide interesting materials, 
offer scaffolding as needed, provide encouragement, ask questions (open-ended), record 
language and child thoughts, provide more challenging tasks, assess what is working, provide 
additional explicit presentation, model different uses of materials, document child stories, take 
pictures, document and plan on ways to share documentation with whole group, stop talking 
(watch and listen), provide journals for children to record their work, post photos at child eye 
level for them to reflect or think about what to do differently next time, create show and tell 
experience for children to share in classroom work

·       PREPARE, INVITE, PROTECT, ASSESS


